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“Meeting season” is just ahead, and we all are looking
forward to the American Heart Association Scientific Ses-
sions in November and then our own American College of
Cardiology Annual Scientific Session in March. It seems
appropriate to consider one way in which these meetings
could be vastly improved—with skilled, thoughtful prepa-
ration of “slides” (or computer-generated visuals) for pre-
sentation. When professional medical illustrators prepared
slides, they knew the rules, and the slides they created were
usually easy to read (unless, unbeknownst to the medical
illustrator, an investigator got carried away and included a
full-page journal table from his own manuscript). Now,
when most of us prepare our own slides, it may be helpful to
review some tried-and-true concepts. For this President’s
Page, I have updated a section of an article we published
several years ago on “the 10-minute talk” (1).
WORD SLIDES
Mechanics. The most common fault of scientific speakers
is the presentation of slides with too much text or too much
data or with type too small to be seen by the audience. As
a general rule, you should be able to read the text of your
slide without magnification (although while wearing your
glasses) when the slide is held at arm’s length. It is absolutely
inexcusable to say, “I know there is too much on this slide. . . .”
or “You probably cannot see this. . . .” If your audience cannot
see the slide from the back of the room, do not show it. The
font should be 20 pitch or larger (preferably 24 pitch).
Set the type in upper and lower case, except for the title,
which can be set entirely in upper case. Do not hyphenate at
the end of a line; keep the entire word on the same line. Try
to keep phrases on the same line (e.g., do not put “measure-
ments were” on one line and “taken every 30 minutes” on
the next line). Slides should almost always be horizontal in
format, wherein the proportions are five across by four
down. The problem with vertical slides is that projection
screens are horizontal, and vertical slide images may extend
above or below the screen.
In general, there should be no more than seven lines of
material per slide, including the title and the subtitle. Each
line should contain no more than seven words. Despite
these general rules limiting the text you should include on
your slides, there are some “tricks” to putting more data on
a slide and maintaining its readability (Fig. 1).
(Fig. 1A,B) Draw a horizontal line completely across the
slide under the title/subtitle.
(Fig. 1C) Use “bullets.” They help your audience, especially
if your point takes more than one line on the slide. You may be
able to fit five “points” on a slide (in addition to the title and the
subtitle), although there may be, for example, eight lines.
(Fig. 1D) Use a horizontal line beneath each “point.”
(Fig. 1E) Number the “points.” Numbers are especially
helpful in the slides addressing your study’s purpose, meth-
ods and conclusion.
(Fig. 1F, G, H) Use color. For each of the “points” on the
slide, the background shade—in this case gray because
JACC is a black-and-white publication—could change.
Because the colors are used to accentuate different points, it
is best to use obviously different shades between adjacent
points. Current slide-making software typically begins with
a light shade at the top of the slide and progresses to darker
shades as you move down the slide. Although very pretty,
this technique is not helpful to your audience because the
shades blend so well. It is better to override the software’s
default settings and alternate lighter and darker shades.
Even though these “tricks” work, it is generally best to
limit each slide to only four or five “points.”
Content. Most slides should have a title, which quickly
orients the audience to your slide. The introductory slide
may have the title of the talk or no title; however, “Meth-
ods” (including “Patient Population”), “Conclusions,”
“Speculation” and “Recommendations” should be so titled.
The results are generally titled with the type of result—for
example, “Hemodynamic Data.”
The content of the text slides depends on the section of
the talk. In all sections except those addressing conclusions,
speculation and recommendations, it is best to use phrases
rather than complete sentences; for example, “LV aortic
pressure gradient 45 mm Hg” rather then “The left ventric-
ular aortic pressure gradient was 45 mm Hg.” Try to avoid
footnotes; that is, do not insert “**” in the body of a slide,
thereby forcing the audience to look at the bottom of the
slide to determine what “**” indicates.
If you must use an abbreviation, then what the abbrevi-
ation represents should be apparent from your verbal pre-
sentation. It is best, however, to identify in your talk all
abbreviations on the slides, such as by saying, “The aortic
pressure, abbreviated on the slide as AOP, . . .” Do not
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Figure 1. (A) Sample slide with too much information. (B) Add horizontal line under title/subtitle. (C) Add bullets. (D) Add horizontal
line under each point. (E) Add numbers. (F) Add color to title/subtitle. (G) Add color to body of slide; a subtle gradation of color can
be helpful. (H) Add meaningful color separation.
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overuse abbreviations. If they are necessary, try to abbreviate
only standard words. For example, “V. func. abnl in 2/26 F.
Pts” might be more effective written as “Ventricular function
abnormal in 2 of 26 females.”
In meetings with international participants, it is best to
avoid abbreviations completely. Audience members whose
first language is not English may already be struggling with
the language without the added complication of interpreting
abbreviations. Another reason to avoid abbreviations is that
their use varies across languages. For example, in English,
“right ventricle” is abbreviated “RV,” but, in French, the
same structure is “ventricule droite” and is abbreviated “VD.”
At the end of your talk (i.e., “Conclusions”), you may
want to use complete sentences on your slides. Sentences
such as “(1) Premature ventricular contractions were related
to abnormal hemodynamics” strengthens the presentation
much more than an abbreviated phrase such as “PVC
related-abnl hemodynamics.”
Tables. Tables are especially effective if they include per-
centages used for comparison (e.g., 54% vs. 25% response).
If percentages are used, you must show the total number of
patients in the comparison, heading either the column or
the row. Make sure that the percentages total 100%.
In general, too many data are presented in the average
table slide. Many of these may be unnecessary. For a
two-column table, avoid using more than four rows. If
absolutely necessary, you may extend the table to five rows.
For a three-column table, the maximum number of rows
should be three. A table larger than this size is impossible to
read. If the data are to be discussed in a comparison of
groups that are organized in columns and the individual
data are presented in rows, then draw heavy lines under each
row; each row should be discussed completely before you
move on to the next row. If you use color in this situation,
the rows should be highlighted with different colors.
If a table includes a column for statistical significance,
head it with “p.” Values greater than 0.05 may be labeled
“NS”; list significant values—for example, ,0.01 or
,0.025. On slides, all values less than 1.0 should include
the zero before the decimal point.
Tables photographed directly from journal articles usually
do not make effective slides and are better retyped. When
these tables are used, speakers are most likely to make a
statement such as, “I know there are too many data on this
slide, but I would like you to concentrate only on the 14th
column.” Using a slide with too much data and asking your
audience to wade through it is absolutely unacceptable.
Bar graphs. Bar graphs may be used, for example, to
compare the responses of different groups to different
treatments. No more than eight, and ideally only six, bars
should appear on a single slide. If only one parameter is
compared, then as many as eight separate bars can be used;
they should be arranged in a sensible order, such as highest
to lowest percentage response or vice versa (Fig. 2). If,
however, a pair of parameters is compared, then only three
groups should be shown per slide (Fig. 3). In a side-by-side
comparison, the bars should not be subdivided from top to
bottom. However, if each bar stands alone, then each one may
be subdivided vertically, and as many as three (although,
Figure 2. Bar graph of single bars demonstrating correct format.
Figure 3. Bar graph of bars demonstrating correct format.
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ideally, only two) parts may be used. Of course, different
comparison groups can be enhanced with the use of color.
If only one type of bar is shown, then the meaning of the bar
will be clear from the label on the vertical axis—for example,
“percentage of patients responding to drug.” If a side-by-side
comparison is made, then the meaning for each of the different
types of bars must be printed on the slide. It is most helpful for
your audience if the bar itself is labeled or if the label appears
directly below the bar. A key in a different part of the slide is
less preferable. If the exact value of the bar is important, then
it is sometimes helpful to include the number at the top of the
bar; and, if the bar represents a mean value, then the standard
error can be shown with error bars extending above and/or
below the mean.
In a bar graph, the origin of the y-axis is usually zero, and
this value should be labeled. Select the limits of the y-axis so
the heights of the bars tell the story (i.e., if there is no
significant difference among the bars, then expand the axis
so the heights of the bars look the same; if there is a
difference, contract the axis so that the heights of the bars
look different) (Fig. 4). If a break is required because of a
high value, then there should be a break in the axis as well
as a break in the bar. Statistical differences among bars are
best shown by the probability, which should be printed
directly over the bar or, alternatively, by asterisks. If asterisks
are used, then a key must be included in another part of the
slide—for example, *p , 0.05; **p , 0.01.
Pie graphs. Pie graphs are used to indicate how an entire
population is distributed. Because this type of graph denotes
a percentage of the whole, it is helpful to print the numeric
percentages on the corresponding parts of the pie. When
percentages are used, the absolute number should be in-
cluded on the slide, perhaps as a subtitle.
Line graphs. Line graphs are used to show a relationship
between continuous variables. There is usually a zero origin
for each axis. If you think that the data between each of your
data points should fall on a line between your data points,
then your data points should be connected with a line. For
example, if you infused a drug at four different dosages and
the intermediate dosages are likely to have the same rela-
tionship, then all of your points may be connected by a line.
By contrast, if the effects of the drug are different at the high
and the low dose and you have only one point in the
high-dose range, it may be preferable not to connect the last
dot. In most cases, you should not include the formula for
the line on the slide. This information is distracting, and no
one in your audience is going to use it that day anyway.
On the slide, the data points should, if possible, be marked
by different shapes as well as densities; for example, a solid line
should connect solid circles, but, if there is another line on the
same slide, it should be a dotted line connecting open circles.
It is preferable to indicate the dispersion of the points by means
of either standard deviation (if there is one curve) or standard
error (if there is more than one curve being compared with
another), with bars both above and below the points. However,
if the slide becomes cluttered, either the top or the bottom half
of the error bar can be omitted.
CONCLUSION
Slides cannot make a presentation, but they can certainly ruin
one. In a local auditorium that seats at least 200 people, stand
in the back of the room, watch the presentation yourself, and
show it to a colleague who will tell you the truth. If you both
agree that the slides project well and make the points that you
wish to make, your future audience will be well served.
Reprint requests and correspondence: Dr. Arthur Garson, Jr.,
Baylor College of Medicine, MC-14460, 6621 Fannin Street,
Houston, Texas 77030.
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Figure 4. (Left) Bar graph with expanded y-axis, making statistical difference among bars difficult to distinguish. (Right) Contracted axis
demonstrating difference.
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